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The Cqmmunication Experience Approach

to Learning BasidwSki4s-

An Instructional Plan

The Communication,Ekperience Approach (CEA)- is an

instructional plan designed to bring success,it learning the

basic' communication skills to the functionally illiterate

individual.. The indivlOual who cannot read, write, speak, or

listen effectively ift situations common to everyday living;.
. ,

such as reading a newspaper, responding in writing to 'a\ job

.offering, lodging a consumer grievance in person, or under

standingsthe. elements of persuasion in a television commercial

may be .considered as functibning'below the level of literacy
.10

required or'coping in a' literate so'ciety.1

. The .CEA, a modification of the Language Experience Approach

(LEA) to teaching reading (Stauffer, 1970), recognizes that the

functionally illiterate adult is aware1 bffen Tainfully, of the

social and emotiopal handic/ps that are'likdiy to result from

inadequate babic communication skills. Unlike the LEA, the CEA
, 4

responds to the individualls social needs as Well as to his/her

' need for basic communication skills by' incorporating personally

importantsdcf41 purpose's' for cotqunication.intO the instructional

plan. In such a way, (felt social needs are. identified,, llet be'
/

the strengtheniTig of communication skills, And, in turn 4ro4ide
$

the :basis for the literacy program. Like the LEA, by, ' living
.

w
.

.

.,the studerafs own language, instruction in the basic cotkmunication'

skills serves toChance,thelearner's selfconcept, is.received
. 0 ,,:,'

. .

. .

.

.
. .

more attentively,,and,becomes more effective in accomplishing its
.

communication objectives.4
,

,
.
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TheICEA involVes six distinct processes and a sevent wi6cess
,

* ,,
.

, , .

4

which is integrated into each of:pe other six:

f ..

1. Purpose. setting

2. Spoken language- .

...----

Recording of speedla ..,-
%,1'%'

.
'''', . ,

4. Reading 3

5. Revision . e

6. User written product

7%. Skill develoTepAr'i.

It should be empAadfied that in the pa, the seventh-process,
N

r ,
skill developris.not a separate follOW-up segment tacked on

it .,_,

9
to the csOddnication experience;.the devaopment of social; reading,

wrIbig,%speaking, and listening ikilIS:occurs through all kha_ses,
. , .

, :
.

.of the instructional plan

I( !,,1' .'7rStudents refine their skill inii3hOsing, identifying, and
i.

expressing a purpose for communica
4;

ftg, in, group certainty
.

an importaht social competency. to Oocess of setting a'..spe'dific

4

,

purpose for communicating becotewhat only the motivation for

te

heA'l ext process,, spoken langn/ a , but
also'ta

he
.
ve-htcle for--4-

deve/oping,oCial skill.
A

Spoienlinguage, in to at 'Only.furnishes the basis for .c

the productpu of written starial,,but:also provides for its

own derelprent, that ,is
'

by speaking, and imports v t4, 'servers ,as a tool for facilitating

leakning'to'exprevs oneself in speech

social' interaction. ,

.
. ,.

,,t,

TO ext piocess ecorditivof speech, similarly provides:

, : ---r
one, aljdasie for later prOesdae in the CEA, such as reading;

4
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' two, a vehicle tor its own development, that,16, writing skill.;:

;,,."

inclaink such components ip ormstyle and f and spelling (Allen,
'1 le, . -

. 1976); and three, a,motivatkonal goarfor previous processes.
f.

. ......( ,

Knowing speech will'be written" own usually engenders greater`
._,-

conscif4sness on4061art-of both students and }teacher og what

14.

e same fashion, reading what has been spoken, takes

advantage,of the individual's language facility and usually .

,,,results in reading that is more fluent, more cdminehensible,

and more rewardng to the student (Escoe, 1977). Reading in

the CEA proceedsas an initial segment of an attempt to evaluate

what has been written to meet a specific' communication imapose:

It emphasizes the opportunity to read written discourse, a

procedure which may prove-to I5e more succe sful in remedial and

corrective reading instruction than activities in the presently

popular isolated skills pr9giams (Allington, 1977). Reinforce-

ment of. word recognition and comprehension skills,71ay be a part

of the reading step of CEA, and 'c,an Include d banks and

other techniques often used inrLEAprograms (Hall, 1976).

Motivation for turning to supplementary reading materials, such
.

as reference works; pontent area books, pamphlets, periodicals,

and even novels, may arise from the student gPoup's decision
/

to refine and strengthen their message.

The process of revision is perhaps one of the most notable

aspects of the CEA. Revising;w,hat has been read from what has

been recorded from what has been Spoken to meet anAdentified'

need offers many oppoAunities fdr skill development. Revision

produced by a group of etudellts involves re-reading, speaking,

,Ot
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and recording zp well as the social skills necessary for group

.decisionmaking. yhatd purposeful way to accomplish the
. ,

i(' .

rentition.that is Often so important in reinforcing and developing
;

.

,

fluency in those skills!
, ,, .

. ...

..-- 0
Using the written prod,pct in a real'situation is the

.,

iculminating process, of the CEA; arranging for a job interview

based upon'a student-created script, for example, will complete

the Communication experience, and, *of course, will have served `

as a motivating force throughout the instructional. plan.

Sample Plan
, 1.0

The sample instructional plan offered below provides an.

example of how the CEA may be used:

1. .Purpose setting: A group of five teenage students
agree that a mutual concern is.how to conduct a telephone
inquiry for a job adyertisement. They decide tq consult
the classified ad section of the newspaper, and' choose a
listing offering a part-time position as a painter's'helper.

2. Spoken language: The students discuss the traits
they would like to communicate over the phone: courtesy,'
confidence, dependability, williimpets to learn, and so
on. They talk about how to speak to the'receptionist,
how to.bring up the matter of wages, and how to'set up_
an appointment for a person 1 interview. They decide to
practice the telephone inq ry.

3. Recording 'of speech. group-dictated script of
the proposed telephone call is recorded by the teacher on-

, Chart paper so 411 group members can read .the record.'

4..'2gAllag: The teacher and the students read the
script together, iiith individual students re-reading
portions of it; (In other'gpoups or in other situations,
the teacher'may read the material first to the students.)

5. Revision: Some of-the students de0.de the message
sounds too casual to make a good impression.' They convince
the others by re- reeding,aloud parts of the script.
Portiops are crossed out, rewritten, and added to. The
group reads the material once again. A few minor changes
are suggested and implemented,, and the scripttis-then read

6*
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in'its entirety, again: The' words interview, applicant,
and appointment are selected to'be added to students!'
iprd banks. A hint about recognizing words with common
suffixes is presented to the group by the teacher,

6. Use of written product: Using tket script as a
confidence-builder and guide, a student di41s the,numbe'
listed ,,min tIe ad and requests a. personal interview.

Skill' development: Through setting a purpose for
the communication experience, discussing means of achieifing

purpose, reCording.spoken words, reading the recorded
product, revising it, and using it, communication skills
are developed,and reinforced.

Exailes of CEA Situations .

'Below are communication situations which may be suggeSted,'

by students or may be presented tOC13tudents to provide a

stimulus for their own purpose setting. Scripts may be,written

for conversations, and letters may be produced for written

communication..

Telling a friend that his cigarette smoke is irritating

Returning a package of spoiled meat to the supermarket

Answering a classified ad for a used car

Participating, in a.personal job interview

4 Taking a driver's reiad test

Attending .a zoning hearing

Requesting brochures for a technical school

Dining out with a friend

Protesting an overlooked job promotion

Writing to the editor of a newspaper to comment on the
school budget

Commending a chef on her pecan pie

Reporting a burglary

Publicizing a basement sale'

Lodging a complaint about discourteous service in a.. ,

department store

Organizing a community pride meeting

Requesting a copy of 'a birth certificate

7
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Footnotes

)
1A helpful exploration of the.reading component of functional
literacy may be found in Janet K. Carsetti's Literacy:
Problems and solutions. Washington,. D. C*.: American Bar
,Association, 1975.

2The traditional Language Experience Approach (LEA) includes
the following steps: speech, recording, reading, and skills
development. .
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